INTRODUCTION
The general theme of this work is the integration of a pedagogical agent in a Computing Environment for Human Learning (ILE). This theme, very extensive, can itself give rise to many research directions in computer science but also in Education Sciences, in Cognitive Sciences or Psychology. Set in this context requires a research topic to restrict and specialize this vast field of research. It was decided to focus this work on modeling the behavior of a pedagogical agent. This work should provide answers to a number of questions. In particular: in what situations a pedagogical agent can it improve communication between a student and an ITS? How to model these situations and interactions to specify the behavior of an agent?
To answer these questions, an empirical approach based on video corpus analysis compiled from situations of communication between humans was followed. The objective of this analysis is to evidence rules of behavior to model the behavior of the pedagogical agent.
In the field of educational agents, multimodal behavior of the agent is often limited expressiveness and is not based on a detailed analysis of multimodal behaviors of teachers, but rather on general rules derived for example from the literature in sociolinguistics. Although the use of educational videos developed in the field of ITS, they are rarely used as a resource for annotating and understanding of multimodal communication in the educational context. It was decided to follow a methodology that takes into account the sociolinguistic literature but especially to data from real situations. This methodology for annotating videos corpus and statistical analysis of these annotations was developed in the field of Human-Machine Interfaces.
A key objective of this work is to explore the application of this methodology to the field of ILE and specifically pedagogical agents. We were taken for this to be a video corpus based annotation analysis targets, define a schema and a markup annotation protocol, to analyze these annotations to finally provide a set of rules to control certain elements of nonverbal behavior of the agent.
II. METHODOLOGY
The multimodal behavior varies depending on the context and therefore must be routed so situated. The nonverbal behavior literature is rich in experimental methods and studies. However, from the perspective of human-machine interface design, it provides little specific enough knowledge to be used in a relevant way in a given situation. Approaches type digital corpus aim to provide such specific and detailed knowledge to a particular situation for building computational models. This methodology recommends starting with defining questions that wants answers using this method and also the definition of basic concepts. Then comes the development of an encoding scheme involving these and these concepts. The next step is to collect video footage from which the behavior will be defined. Once these sequences are recorded, an encoding scheme according to the already determined to be performed. This coding must be validated and after validation, statistical measures should be implemented to draw lessons for defining control rules of the pedagogical agent.
The particular methodology developed for modeling the behavior of a pedagogical agent located based on that general methodology. The main difference is that, according to general methodology, the coding scheme directs corpus of the www.ijacsa.thesai.org collection and the concepts which are based on this scheme are fixed in advance, upstream of the collection. In the case of this work, exploratory work communication actual data collection in a learning situation served prior to the definition of many of the concepts. Given the very precise contextualization of this work, some of the underlying concepts to this particular study could not be determined a priori. These were extracted from viewing videos in preparatory work for the establishment of the coding scheme. The steps of the video corpus annotation methodology which underpins our research methodology will be detailed later.
A. Define the research questions and basic concepts
To achieve satisfactory results, it is important to define research questions. Their definition requires the determination of concepts and definitions which they refer.
B. Coding Scheme
A coding scheme is a set of parameters and indicators to be considered when observing sequence to annotate. It contains all the elements that could provide answers to research questions. It is therefore linked to the concepts and definitions which research questions refer. A coding scheme consists of annotation values. An annotation value is the means by which the annotator to describe his observation of an event. Those annotation values can be arranged in sets or groups of sets. These annotations values may be exclusive or not. The development of a coding scheme is a difficult task. [1] proposes to answer the following questions before developing a coding scheme: what are the coding schemes already defined in other studies that are similar or close enough to study to achieve? Do annotations values of these patterns are naturally defined and clearly structured? The links between these annotation values, research questions and the underlying concepts are they outstanding? If the answers to these questions are affirmative, [2] believe that there is a strong chance that the use of such encoding schemes as they are or by making changes would have a positive contribution.
C. Registration and behavior coding
Once the coding scheme defined, the annotator has methodological tools needed to describe his observations a series of practical and technical questions arise. These questions relate to how annotators will work and save their decisions (observations). Managing to combine the human and material resources in order to make observations and record them is the goal of this stage of the method.
[2] propose recording sequences of behavior observed in real time for later annotation. The advantage of video is the ability to perform multiple viewings but also the opportunity to review the event by slowing down the movements. Records can be stored for later use. They can also be seen by different observers and / or with different objectives. For example, different annotators can annotate different behaviors recorded. The same sequences can also be seen by an observer same but in different time for it confirms previous observations or for it to work in a progressive manner. The videos provide a literal observation of behavior , that does not allow the vision in real time. The recording tools are becoming relatively inexpensive, easy to use and information loss risks are minimal.
D. Representation of initial data
Whatever the technical tools used during annotation (paper and pencil tool, recordings involving cameras connected to laptops ...), annotations will ultimately processed by computer.
The use of an approach based on technology often has many advantages. Many computer systems have been developed for this purpose. One example is the software Anvil Mr. Kipp [3] , the system developed by The James Long Company [4] , the system developed by L. Procoder Noldus [5] and the system ObsWin developed by N. Martin, C. Oliver and S. Hall [6] .
Generally, computer-coding systems are used to define the codes, their use and their characteristics. These systems safeguard the codes and the time associated with these codes in files. Annotators can edit these files and change them if they find that the initial codes are wrong. With appropriate equipment, video recordings can be controlled with the mouse. The annotator can then select episodes that appear interesting to him and watching them repeatedly.
The annotated data are stored in files for their computer processing (statistical calculations). Software has been developed can process these data such as SAS and SPSS but that these data are processed by the software, it must be organized according to forms required by that software. Depending on the desired treatment, it may be the other need to develop its own statistical analysis programs.
[7] defined a standard organization of annotation data to make them shareable. This standard is called SDIS.
E. Study of reliability of annotations
The records must be validated. In other words, it is necessary to assess the reliability of decisions made by annotator in his annotation. This step of the method of verifying the implementation of coding scheme by the annotator and prudence in decision-making. Several methods can be used to make this verification. If there is a standard that is supposed to correct, annotators can compare their observations with respect to this standard.
A set of video sequences is selected to serve as support for the validation step. Several annotators annotate these sequences independently of each other. A measure to calculate a coefficient of inter-judge agreement among different observers is then applied. This is the Kappa [8] . It can be applied to an isolated annotation value, or to a set of annotation values. The agreement is considered perfect if the coefficient is 1. If the agreement is greater than 0.75, it is considered excellent. If it is between 0.60 and 0.75, it is considered good. For agreements that are less than 0.60, the agreement is inadequate.
F. Statistical calculation on annotations
Statistical calculations on annotations enable a comprehensive and detailed view (depending on the nature of the calculations) of the studied indicators, their possible occurrences and co-occurrences. This step allows to define the elements constituting the studied behaviors and assembling these elements model the behavior will be defined. www.ijacsa.thesai.org
III. CONSTITUTION OF THE CORPUS AND ANNOTATION
Habert defines a corpus as a collection of language data that are selected and organized along linguistic lines and extralinguistic explicit job to serve as determined sample of a language [9] . Such corpus may be textual, audio, video or multimedia. The corpus can be used in several areas: language, interactional linguistics, ergonomic psychology, sociology, etc. A body is considered well-formed if some elements are taken into account in its constitution. These criteria vary according to the area studied.
A corpus should reach a critical size to be representative [10] , but also to the statistical measures are reliable. A welltrained corpus must cover one language and more specifically one variation of this language. It is clear that this condition is applicable only on language use in corpus, because for example if we want to compare the gestures used by the French and those used by Anglo-Saxon in a given circumstance, we are obliged to collect videos two different languages. Two other criteria, like the previous criterion concerning the linguistic corpus. This is the time covered by the text corpus and language register.
For computer applications, we distinguish the corpus for learning and corpus for the test [11] . The corpus for learning are the corpus for study of indicator values (learn what the values of these indicators). The corpus for the test are the corpus collected while indicator values are defined in advance, the purpose of their incorporation is to validate or invalidate these values. In no way do the results or implement models from a training corpus on the same corpus as a test because if the values of the indicators sought are defined by the act of a body back to the same corpus could validate that attributed values are well within the corpus, which would validate the annotation process but would not validate the fact that these values are the most appropriate for the studied indicators.
The constitution of a corpus depends on the objective motivating the constitution both in terms of the situation at the level of collection itself. At the end of this constitution [2] , a corpus can be considered sufficient to meet the aims of its constitution or not to be, which can result in a new collection. Out of all the footage, it often happens that all is not relevant in relation to the objectives of the corpus. Filter is then performed to select the data for the annotation. Filtering can also be applied in the case where the annotation means are not equal to the data collected such as the number of annotators or time devoted to the annotation work. Other reasons may lead filtering data collected such as the volume indicators looking. When using hundreds of indicators, the volume of data that can be mark up is different than when a few indicators are used. The indicators used in this work are detailed in the "coding scheme" section. A compromise feasibility and "reliability" appears. More data is annotated many more indicator values are confirmed which increases the reliability of values assigned to the indicators but the question of the feasibility intervenes quickly because it is expensive to annotate a number of important data.
This section describes how the corpus was collected and annotated. It describes the status of the data collection, the data collection, the selection of data on which the work is done, the coding scheme which has been developed and the annotation work.
A. Constitution of corpus
The annotation and corpus analysis are very time consuming. To select the most informative sequences with respect to the research questions, a fairly large number of videos was collected. In addition to this large size of the corpus, the other three criteria for a corpus is well formed (see the introduction to this section) are verified. The interviews are all recorded in French, in the same period (the period that covers all records is less than two months) and all components (textual, audio and visual) are recorded as part of postresolution of interviews mathematical exercises for school students late third and early second intended to be applied in the same frame.
The communication situation that was filmed is that of interpersonal communication between a teacher and a student. The student before performing the test (which is individually performed on a computer). The cognitive profile and all Student Answer the exercises are then printed and sent to the teacher. The teacher had a few days to study these documents and prepare for the personal interview. At the beginning of each interview, the teacher prepared students to the situation of record so that it is not too tight and to reduce the influence of the presence of cameras so that this presence has no effect its possible interventions. The purpose of this interview is twofold. On the side of the student's goal is to help him overcome his difficulties in algebra and meet their specific questions by explaining its fragility and its levers and advising him to improve his level. The goal is to collect a corpus allowing us to specify the behavior of a pedagogical agent from real situations.
The teacher and student are sitting next to each other, facing a low table on which documents are placed. The table height is an important factor. Indeed, the two players must keep complete freedom of movement, at least as regards the upper body, so as not to force the use of different communication modes. This interview situation that the teacher and student are naturally positioned slightly turned towards each other. Two cameras were used, one positioned in the axis of the teacher and the other in the axis of the pupil, forming a triangle with approximately 60 degrees. Each camera records the entire scene but can effectively capture facial expressions, gaze and human gestures and postures on which it focuses. The height of the cameras have been set so as to properly observe both the facial expressions of people filmed (including when they look at printed material placed on the coffee table) and, with sufficient accuracy, the pointed places these documents (when a deictic gesture to a printed document is used).
Preliminary work viewing was conducted in order to identify a priori, informally, episodes considered particularly rich and interesting, firstly in terms of multimodal communication and, secondly, in terms of instructional events made by the teacher.
B. Coding Scheme
Like any experimental approach, an approach based on the corpus of study begins with the identification of one or more (IJACSA) International Journal of Advanced Computer Science and Applications, Vol. 6, No. 9, 2015 146 | P a g e www.ijacsa.thesai.org theoretical questions that wants answers. These questions and theoretical objectives and the study of existing work should direct the collection of video data and constitution of the coding scheme.
A multi-level encoding scheme from the collected corpus and theoretical elements from the literature was formed. This scheme has been retouched and validated by a team of researchers who come from many disciplines including linguistics, teaching and IT.
Many taxonomies to manually annotate observed behaviors have been developed at different levels, from the physical signs in different ways to more subjective levels related to the interpretation of such messages related to acts of dialogues or emotions [12] [13] [14] [15] .
Before discussing the development of the coding scheme, it would be good to discuss the taxonomy of Pariès and DAMSL scheme whose application areas overlap that of this work. Pariès taxonomy was developed using a corpus of six sessions recorded in four different classes of fifth, a refresher class in sixth and during a particular lesson in fourth class [16] .
In this taxonomy, several functions will not be transposed to this study because the context is different. The communication between a teacher and a class is different from the communication between a teacher and a student. Thus functions such as "Mobilizing the attention of the student" for managing noise in a class and the "Pooling of student response" that allows to share the answer to all of a student by repeating, are not relevant in this situation.
Another taxonomy attracted the attention. This is DAMSL which was proposed by Core and Allen [17] . The first version of DAMSL was developed using the TRAINS corpus which gathers oral dialogues between two participants working together to solve a planning task. This corpus has 18 dialogs for 1524 set annotated by two people. This project was then used as the basis for other such body COCONUT [18] , Monroe [19] and SWBD [20] .
DAMSL has four main dimensions annotation :  Forward looking functions: defines how the statement will influence the discourse, context, actions of the speakers. In this category are the words of the speaker on the next actions to take, the effects on the statement following the conversation and statements containing requests.
 Backward looking functions: shows the relationship between the statement and previous statements of the speech. Such a statement could have a goal to meet, accept, reject, correct a previous speech. To do this it is necessary to specify the type of function that contains the statement and the previous part of speech to which the statement refers.
These categories are not mutually exclusive.
[21] defines two types of statements of a speaker: the locutionary acts and speech acts. By locutionary acts, it refers to what is said by the speaker, that is to say the fact to produce sounds. It defines the illocutionary act by the social act performed by producing a statement (producing a promise, an application, a statement ...). This work was pursued by linguists such as [22] offering four types of acts (act of utterance, propositional act, and perlocutionary act illocution) or [23] that mention five different functions the speech acts (assertive, the directive, the promissifs, expressive and statements). As part of this work, only the first level of analysis provided by Austin was used. This study focuses on speech acts represented by the speaker's intention, in this case, the teacher.
Taking into account existing studies mentioned above, and the particular situation that is the object of this study, a multilevel annotation scheme was developed. This scheme consists of five main levels: the intention expressed by the teacher, the means used by the teacher to express this intention, the strategies used by the teacher, emotional parameters and the nonverbal behavior. These levels will be detailed later.
Intention
In this level of annotation scheme, the illocutionary goals of the teacher are placed. [24] distinguishes three intentions of the teacher talk. These intentions are: information, evaluation and animation. These intentions have been identified in the corpus that was collected. Annotation values in this category are divided between the three types of intention. www.ijacsa.thesai.org It is inspired by the division made by Pariès into two types of functions: cognitive and non-cognitive. Among the noncognitive functions, it is classified everything relating to the entertainment. For cognitive function, it is classified everything concerning information and evaluation.
All DAMSL categorization levels are present in the intention category. The Animate part is very close to the level "Information-level" of DAMSL and specifically the sub category "Communication-management". Other DAMSL levels are also present. This is "Forward looking functions" and "Backward looking functions" because some functions refer to functions related to the previous parts of speech (eg, "show cause") and other functions influencing the Following of the conversation (eg, "to ask"). The fourth level DAMSL (Communicative status) is also present in the annotation value "interrupt point"), especially with his "Abandoned" value. For parties to assess and advise on the most appropriate DAMSL level is that of "information-level" in its parts "Task" and "Task management".
Means
In this level of annotation scheme, the means used by the teacher to express an intention are classified. This is essentially linguistic means but also other resources that was identified in the corpus. The annotation values classified at this level three overlapping levels of DAMSL taxonomy. Some values can influence the continuity of the conversation (eg, "ask a question") and this is how they intersect the level "Forward looking functions". Others refer to previous parts (eg, the annotation value "sum") and thus overlapping the level "Backward looking functions". Some values relate to the management of the task and the task itself (eg, "read part of a support" and "focus on educational support") and the management of communication (for example, the annotation value "be humorous." These overlapping level "informationlevel" of DAMSL.
Strategies
In this category all the strategies used by the teacher to achieve a given objective are classified. Annotations values placed here cut across levels DAMSL. In particular level of duties "Forward looking functions" (eg, incitement affects the continuity of the conversation) and "Backward looking functions" (eg, the value annotation "correct errors" which refers to the past learning) and "information-level" in its part related to the management of the task and the task itself. We also note the similarity between the "Introduction of a sub task" of the taxonomy Pariès and annotation value "cut a complex question into sub-questions" that level of our annotation scheme.
Affective parameters
At this level of annotation scheme, the emotional parameters observed in the corpus are classified. This level intersects the DAMSL schema diagram for the functions "Forward looking functions" (eg annotation value "motivate learners" that would affect the rest of the conversation) and "Backward looking functions" (eg "mitigate speech" which refers to a previous part of speech). The annotation value "Encourage the learner" is found in Pariès in the "Encouragement" function.
Nonverbal behavior
This category includes the direction of gaze, gestures and facial expressions.
The gaze direction and mutual eye contact are very important in human-human interactions. The look not only helps manage practical tasks such as the exchange of turn in the conversation, but it also conveys a broad spectrum of information about the speaker, such as sociability, personality, culture . In Western culture, people often establish eye contact are perceived as more attentive, friendly, cooperative, confident, mature and sincere; while those who avoid the gaze of others are perceived as cold people pessimistic, defensive, evasive, indifferent and submitted. Several experiments have also highlighted the role persuasive than the eye can play [25] conducted a number of studies on human-agent interaction. They showed that the look is very important to make the plausible speech. It was also shown that individuals who cooperate mutually longer look than those in competition with each other [29] . People using eye contact receive more job offers after an interview, more help when they request it, and teachers who watch over the students make them more productive.
Pedagogical agents can use gestures to encourage, blame, empathy, praise (facial expressions, hand gestures), encourage them to ask questions (gesticulate, scratching their heads), etc. They can also show how to perform a physical action in a simulated 3D environment (hand gestures, postures).
Facial expressions are located not only in the geometry of the face, but also in terms of the texture of the face, and particularly the color (e.g., reddening) and brightness (tears, sweat etc.). The first model of blood vessels (including facial color depends) was developed by [26] . In this model, the authors define emotion as a function of two parameters: a parameter to control the muscle model, and a parameter to indicate the face of the texture variations.
IV. ANNOTATION AND VALIDATION OF ANNOTATIONS
[27] defines a video annotation by the establishment of a textual description or digital video content, regardless of the part of the document in question. [28] defines the video annotation by the process by which textual or other information is associated with specific segments of documents. This information does not alter the original document, but are simply mapped therewith. Defined as an annotation is a generic term that includes both the addition of information without specific constraints, such as an exchange of e-mail about a video, or addition of information that must meet a defined format.
The objective of the annotation work is to apply statistical calculations on annotations. These annotations must be organized in a structure that allows for these calculations a robust, reliable and systematic. A tool has been chosen to organize these annotations in XML files which were then assembled in order to apply the desired statistical calculations. www.ijacsa.thesai.org Two annotation types can be distinguished: the manual annotation and automatic annotation. Automatic annotation proceeds by computer processing of video or audio signal to extract the elements. The software to use depends on the level of annotation to lead.
For example, the fact of calculating the size or duration of a video does not require complex treatments whereas the detection of specific elements in a video or comparing two images is complex. The manual annotation is necessary when automatic annotation cannot meet the objectives of the annotation work. For example, to extract the educational process initiated by a teacher, there is need to use this type of annotation.
The corpus analytical work was started by a transcription job of the teacher's speech with Praat, sound analysis software. The audio signal from the video has been imported into Praat then was manually segmented on the basis of the auditory content. After completing the transcript of the speech, it was imperative to use annotation software to import the files resulting from the transcription.
The annotations are defined in a hierarchical manner. There is need to use a tool that supports a multi-level coding scheme. According to the study [30] , only Anvil tools, Media & Text Editors and Elan support this kind of coding scheme. But among these tools, only Anvil can import Praat transcription files.
The video selected was annotated with the Anvil software. This annotation work began with defining the specification file that contains the coding scheme described in the previous section. The TextGrid files produced by transcription with the Praat software was imported in Anvil. In these files, the teacher's speech is transcribed and is segmented into blocks. The blocks was analyzed one by one, and in the analysis, the annotation values constituting the scheme was checked one by one and each time the analyzed part of speech corresponded to an annotation value, the time to this correspondence and the interval marked on the appropriate track was defined.
The total duration of annotated sequences represents 54 minutes and 55 seconds. The duration annotation work of each part of speech is a function of its density. Part of speech tagged with multiple tags, takes longer to annotate a portion having a single label. It took us the final 54 hours and a half to complete the annotation work, what makes a average time was devoted to annotate a minute of video.
For now this work was limited to the gaze direction with respect nonverbal component of communication. This choice is explained partly by the importance of eyes in human communication, and secondly by a greater simplicity of this annotation component relative to other components of nonverbal communication such as such gestures. Working on the look has allowed carrying out the test work and methodological development which was the first. The annotation of this track was different from the other tracks in the coding scheme because it did not based on the blocks of the speech provided with importing files Praat but only watching videos. Other annotation work including gestures and facial expressions are underway.
The annotation work is a very costly process in terms of time. It was therefore impossible to validate all annotated sequences. It was decided to test the annotations on an extract of three minutes. The choice of this extract was adopted after viewing annotated excerpts. The first criterion was the annotation density values. Other criteria were also taken into account, such as the agreement between the annotation values for each block and the teacher talk.
This extract three minutes is not a lot for an annotated total of 54 minutes, but as in the case of exploratory work and given the available resources, the validation work should be limited. A second annotator took four hours to annotate this extract. This is not surprising given the density of the chosen extract.
To support the testing, this extract has been annotated by the teacher who gave back to the learner. In addition to its expertise in didactics and pedagogy, it is best placed to explain his speech, that is to say through this discourse determine the pedagogical act she wanted to accomplish.
Having entered this excerpt the two annotations were compared using the Kappa statistical measure.
Kappa is a statistical measure proposed by Cohen [8] . The agreement found between qualitative judgments or not, is the sum of a "random" component and a component of agreement "true". The Kappa coefficient, denoted κ, proposes to quantify the intensity or quality of the actual agreement between paired qualitative judgments. It expresses a relative difference between the proportion of observed agreement and the proportion of random agreement that is to say the likelihood of annotators agree luckily that is the expected value under the null hypothesis of independence judgments, divided by the amount available beyond random agreement. k corresponds to the maximum of that agreement that it would be corrected under the simple effect of chance.
The application of the statistical test of interrater agreement kappa gave very good results. The results are between 0.75 and 1, which corresponds according to the classification of [31] a good agreement to excellent. It is evident that this first validation is very limited. In a subsequent phase, these annotations may be validated using several annotators and more meaningful recording times. This work is exploratory work and seeks to highlight control rules that make the probable agent. This initial check shows that the coding process is relevant, if not actually validated.
V. MODELING AND IMPLEMENTATION
The annotated corpus was the subject of a study by statistical analysis of annotations. Annotations are stored by ANVIL in XML files. A Java program into taking these XML files and to obtain a share of simple statistical evidence about the annotations (number of hits, average duration, etc.) and, secondly, the probability co-occurrence between the annotations and the direction of gaze was developed. These have allowed studying the correlation between the direction of gaze and other annotation values. In other words a search for every act done by the teacher, what is the probability of focusing the gaze to each of the centers of attention was performed. Thereafter the analysis algorithm implemented will be detailed. www.ijacsa.thesai.org
The files from the annotation and whose extension is .anvil are XML files. The parser used to extract data from these files based on the library JAXP (Java API for XML Processing) which is used to parse XML documents through a Java program. After parsing the data are stored in arrays of vectors. Each annotation value is presented by an array of vector, vectors and a hundred paintings was created (number of annotation values encoding scheme). The size of the array is the number of annotation files passed to the parser. Following this step for each value of annotation all occurrences are stored in a table of vectors. The data on the occurrence of an annotation value are the start time, the end time of the period, the index of the event, the name of the annotation track.
Statistical measures applied to these vectors boards are explained below. Following these overall results and detailed calculations are stored in HTML files.
The steps of calculating the annotations are as follows:
Step 1: For each annotation value we calculated the total time of agreement with a single point of focus look. Eg for annotation value "Ask a question" we observe that the teacher focuses his gaze on the student for 40% of the time.
Step 2: The results of the preceding step may not be relevant in case of superposition of strongly linked annotation values. For example, if an annotation value A often appears simultaneously with an annotation value B, and if calculations show that these two annotation values have the same focal point of the eye, we can not distinguish whether this is the result of the performance of A or the completion of B. It is therefore necessary to study the dependence of the two values and it is the objective of this step.
Step 3: It is also possible that the influence is not that of an annotation value to another, but that of a block of annotation values on the value studied. For this we calculated all intersections annotation values were encountered in the annotated episodes. Specifically for each value annotation we studied its intersection with the blocks of annotation values that overlap.
Step 4: We also calculated for each annotation value, the focal point of the corresponding eye if there is no intersection with other annotation values which can be called "exclusive intersection "between a focusing point of view and an annotation value.
We distinguish annotations in three broad categories: those for which the co-occurrence values are stable from one student to another, those that seem to be related to the cognitive level of the student and those for which these values vary independently of the cognitive level of the student. Cognitive profiles of products allow students to place students in relation to the knowledge expected at this level of competence in elementary algebra. We hypothesize that this "level" of the student is an important factor explaining some differences in the analysis of the corpus. This hypothesis will of course be consolidated by a study on a larger panel of students.
VI. CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES
In this work the role of the agent to conceive is that of a teacher giving a feedback to a learner on a mathematical evaluation. Not to miss elements that may be essential, it was useful to make use of scenes back and coordinate this information coming from real situations with theoretical knowledge from the scientific literature. Thus these sessions were organized with students the school level at which the application that will host the agent is intended. There is no question here of a noted work but rather a work that helps the student to better understand his knowledge of algebra. These sessions involved two teachers and eight students. Thus corpus of teaching communication situations with strong emotional charge was collected.
Once the corpus is collected, the question that arose was how to study nonverbal component in educational communication for a plausible computational model of a pedagogical agent. To study this component, the context of ILE video corpus analysis methodology developed for the HMI was adopted. This methodology begins with the definition of objectives. To secure these objectives, the screenings of videos from the collection of the corpus and a study of existing taxonomies and annotation schemes were made. A multi-level annotation diagram modeling the actions of the teacher as the general level of ordinary communication at the level of educational communication was developed. Teacher's intentions, linguistic or other means he uses to express themselves, teaching strategies implemented, the teacher's emotional parameters were taken into account in establishing this pattern of annotation. For non-verbal communication, work is limited to the gaze direction. The viewing was carried out by several people from several disciplines: computer science, pedagogy, didactics and linguistics. This work was also used to select the set of episodes judged interesting for the annotation. Following this scheme annotation all selected sections were annotated. Given the time and energy that takes such work, validation could be made only on a limited sample. But this symbolic validation has given excellent results.
The next stage of work was to provide answers to the question what correlations between verbal communicative behavior and the viewing direction of a human agent. The communicative behavior in its verbal aspect was annotated, and the direction of gaze of the teacher. Just make calculations to study the correlation between this component of nonverbal behavior and different values constituting verbal behavior. A Java program was conducted for this purpose.
At the end of this step we get for each annotation value the probability that the light of the teaching points towards one of the focal points of the eyes. Thus, a model has been proposed to control the pedagogical agent. A working implementation of the rules defined in this research is underway on the agent litebody [32] . After setting these rules and those that will result from the annotation of gestures and facial expressions, a validation work will be done and guidance to struggling learners is planned.
